General Terms & Conditions
Price listed herein are subject to change anytime.
We reserve the right to refuse our services.
RISKS - All Treatments carry risks. Suitability for treatment will
be determined upon consultation.
4. GUARANTEE - We cannot guarantee successful result on 100%
of our clients especially those with problem skin and we do
not offer refunds as we have carried out the treatment at a
cost to us.
5. WAIVER - Procedures will only be performed subsequent to
the completion and signing of the Elegant Image Cosmetic
Tattooing Consent Form.
6. DEPOSIT - A 50% deposit is required to book all Cosmetic
Tattooing & Microblading appointment. The deposit will be
credited to price of procedures performed.
7. APPOINTMENT RESCHEDULING - A minimum of 48 hours prior
notice is required to reschedule your appointment.
8. CANCELLATION - 48 hours notice of cancellation is required
prior to the booked treatment time. Failure to provide said
Notice will result in your Deposit being forfeited.
9. NO SHOW - Your Deposit will be forfeit if you fail to turn up
for an appointment.
10. NUMBING CREAM - The Medicines, Poisons Therapeutic Good
Act 2008 prohibits Elegant Image from supplying Numbing
Cream, be aware that over the counter numbing creams rarely
provide any real relief and that suitable strength creams
can be purchased with 3 days notice from Compounding
Chemists including Capital Chemists at Curtin (ask for Susan)
or on-line by joining Complementary Compounding Services
custommedicine.com.au. Please follow the Pharmacists use
advise and if possible apply some cream to the treatment
area before the appointment and bring the remainder to the
appointment for use during the procedure. If unsure, please
speak to Melissa.
11. Many new treatments require two sessions, one being the
initial procedure and the other session is to fill in any gaps
that did not take from the first session, The second session
that is included is not to change the shape or color of initial
treatment.
12. NON--STANDARD SERVICE PRICING: - Melissa can provide
Service Quotations for..
a). A third session being required due to your skin type being
more resistant to the implantation of pigment.
b). Repairs & rectifications required as a result of incorrect
aftercare.
c). Changes to the shape or color of the initial treatment.
d). Perform a procedure where there is an existing cosmetic
tattoo in the treatment area.
e). Existing cosmetic tattoo to be changed or corrected
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PRICE MENU
Consultation - $50
(Deducted from procedure charge)

Eyebrows
Microblading / Feathering - $599
Ombré Brows - $900
Touch Up within 12 months - $295
Touch Up After 12 Months - Full Price
(May require multiple visits)

Lips
Lip Line - $650
Lipliner & Blend - $750
Full Lip - $950
Touch Up on Lips - P..O.A.

Eyeliner
Lash Enhancement - $500
Top & Bottom Liner $750
Top Eyeliner $ 550
Bottom Eyeliner - $300
Designer Eyeliner (Thick) - $650
Touch Up within 12 months - $295
Touch Up after 12 months - Full Price
(May require multiple visits)

Other
Beauty Spots $150
Retouch $150

Great Looks Don’t Happen By Chance....

T
hey Happen By Appointment.
A quick check through Instagram’s #semipermanentmakeup,
#permanentmakeup and #micropigmentation hashtags is
all it takes to realise that cosmetic tattooing has made a
comeback and is here to stay for a very long time. Hot off
the heels of microblading’s global success, treatments such
as microfeathering and lip blushes, cosmetic tattooing offer the chance to kiss lengthy make-up routines goodbye, so
that you can literally get up and go at any time.
Cosmetic tattooing is rapidly evolving with new techniques
and procedures every month. Gone is the tattooing of yesteryear, along with the use of solid block of colour that
would last well over 10 years, these have now been replaced
by topical methods that allow for fading and allow clients
to alter the colour or shape every 12 to 18 months. We no
longer use inks containing titanium dioxide that as the body
broke down, left horrid tones of pink, green and blue, all
replaced by the new generation of organic pigments.

UNDERSTANDING MY T ECHNIQUES
Lashes
While semi-permanent eyeliner is popular,, I prefer to use
tiny micro-droplets of pigment nestled in between each
lash, it gives the appearance of thick, fluttery lashes and
creates undetectable eye definition.
The tattoo machine I use is incredibly gentle, it uses light
vibrations, so feels more like an electric toothbrush. Even
so, your eyes may feel sore afterwards, so lets not do it en
route to a party. Like brows, they need to be kept dry for at
least 48 hours afterwards.

Brows
Microblading (the catch-all phrase for individually
tattooed hair strokes) is continuously spawning new
techniques. I prefer the Microfeathering method in
which native hair to fill-in gaps and sparsely covered
areas, this results in the most natural look possible;
and allows a perfect Ombré where the brow is slightly faded towards the front of the face with a sharper
arch for added depth.

Lips
During this procedure I replace your lip’s lost border
and gives them a more youthful appearance. It’s also a
great way to create the illusion of a fuller pout without injections, while leaving a beautiful hue so you
don’t need lipstick.
Lip blushes get their name thanks to using a dark
shade around the lip line blended with a softer shade
in the middle with almost no colour in the centre. Expect tenderness after the procedure.

Beauty Spots
Backstage artists such as Charlotte Tilbury and tanning guru Nichola Joss have been recreating sun-kissed
freckles for the past few seasons and the new Duchess of Sussex’s “Markle Sparkle” has only increased the
trend. They are inherently youthful and hey, what a
great way to get freckles without sun damage.
My procedures ensures your desired result by drawing
in the freckles and getting your prior approval before
the procedure start.

Pain & Aftercare
Thanks to numbing creams, most clients say that most
procedures feel similar to very light scratching. Typically there is no formal downtime and treated areas
should be kept dry for at least two days. Don’t panic
if the tattoo looks too dark at first,– colour fades as
they heal and the results last for about a year.
Aftercare is minimal, simply refrain from touching
treatments and apply your antiseptic cream as instructed. Protect the tattoo with a prudent showering technique to keep them dry for a week.
Peels or Botox should be avoided for six weeks prior
to treatment and refrain from taking blood-thinning
medications and fish oils to prevent bruising.
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